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Toggery own and control their families’ human remains and funerary objects that were interred in

              

  

 government’s     



              

       

    a casino on the U.S. government’s portion of the Jamul Indian cemetery.  The

        ales and Toggery’s

families’          

  



     

     weren’t  interments on the government’s portion of the Indian

               

       Toggery’s        

       

uction, with knowledge of the interment of Rosales and Toggery’s families remains and

    government’s



         Meza’s    
  “All          
       
up.”
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  WALTER ROSALES’ UNNAMED BROTHER, and a lienal descendant with
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indemnification.”     ’Donnell  
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gambling under the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, “IGRA.” 25 U.S.C. 2014 et seq.
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   on Act, “ARPA,” 16 U.S.C. §470aa et seq., the U.S.

 and 

             

                   





               

             

          

               



  


     


           

   

       members’ 

              

            

          “P.R.C.,” 

 



“‘[B]urial site’         
                     
l human remains are deposited.” 25 U.S.C. 3001(1). California law further protects lawfully
  “‘Human remains’  ‘remains’  
       remains,”      “H.S.C.,” 
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an Indian cemetery.”  Ex. I, at 3.

              

                  

    

  “

         Jamul.”

      

     



                

                

               

   



            

             

 

 “‘interment;        
           earth,”     
and constitutes a protected “burial site,”  H.S.C. 8012, which is defined as the “process of placing
 ns in a grave,” H.S.C. 7013, which is further defined as “a space of earth in a burial
            remains,”    
   “a                 
     purposes.”  


     “All    
               
in any post, according to their merits and virtues.”
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   disturbed.’...  

         

                     

               

         

            

          

 ‘right.’”  “Indian   s: Preservation or Desecration,” Spring 1991, 59
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mutilated and dragged through the streets is … a[n] … instance of the … understanding of the

               

         



             


    

  
Jones,’ “You’ll Mock Death But Once,” 
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   law.”       
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       indemnification.”        
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     igent under Evid. C. 669.  “A surviving spouse, entitled to custody and
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   Toggery’s        families’  “The

               

                 

    

beliefs of the decedent, family, or group.”
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 ales and Toggery are the lineal descendants that own and control their predecessors’
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        This dedication to cemetery use also means that the government’s
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     “Jamul       blood,”  

     
   in Pallyup, Washington, and San Diego’s El Campo Santo Cemetery, where
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maps continue to describe as “the Indian cemetery,” as set forth in Exs. B & E.
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  the government’s            

               

  “Coast”),           (“”),

          (“”),     

                

                

         

                

      vernment Services further admits: “On June 28, 1979, the

      Donald’s  

     ‘Rancho Jamul’    ‘in       

     s the Secretary of the Interior may designate.’ ...The United States

               

      1934.”           

         “Indians.”         “Indians”

  “all        blood.”    



    

         government’s  

                 

     “through     

       Indians.”       

  (“”), 555 U.S. 379, 399 (2009).

                  
              


 “Section        

     Indians,”     “recognized   

  jurisdiction,”              
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   government’s   provides that “...[A]

           

         ...”        

                

 

  government’s    hat: “The Secretary may exercise this

              

          

          

              

             

Island Indians).”      



          

             

           

     “The Secretary has long exercised his §465 trust authority [to] take land into
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Beneficial Owners of the Government’s Portion of the Indian Cemetery

           

         “current   

      s of ½ degree (4.66 acres),” and that there is “no record of the

1978 trust parcel being known as the Jamul Village,” as reflected in Ex. F.

       community’s     

             

  



Davis’         

JIV’s               

  

              “significant  

  impacts,”   “paradigm           

permit,”   Schwarzenegger’s   Secretary’s   

                   

   



              

         

           

               

  Indians’           
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             651, n32.”

   “was     ...’in     
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          “in       

             may designate.” See, Ex. D. There,

as here, “the  

    acquired under it ‘shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust for

the...individual Indian for which the land is acquired...’” 
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         reservation.”    “The  
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for private rights.” 

               

has been created, “an Indian  is considered part of the territory of the State.” 
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Congress’          “constitutional limits”   

 “interferes      State.”     

                



    government’s         



         “Therefore, while the Secretary of the Interior

        ‘would     

 community,’           

        located.”“Unless  

 

                    

establishment.”             

            



           

      “detrimental    munity,” and

             

     vernor Davis’ July 17, 2001 letter, Ex. M, to the Acting
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     Governor Schwarzenegger’s September 10, 2004, Ex. N, letter to

      

            

          

      

 

        



        ncluded: the “proposal is

            

               

              State’s

   reserve.” “...here,      

    resources...” “...The Bureau’s     

                

       occur...” “...it     

               

                

time.” Exs. M & N.

    government’s          

           

                 

     state’s             

       

   “a        

detrimental to the surrounding community.” 25 U.S.C. 2719(b)(1)(A).

 California’s          

Toggery’s         government’s     
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of the State.” 
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      beneficiaries,”        



    Toggery’s     government’s    
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   government’s         “No

                

shall be valid unless the acquisition is approved by the Secretary.”

             

           

               



            

               

         

          

 of the columbariums at Fort Rosecrans Nat’l Cemetery was vandalized and disinterred a

veteran’s remains from its niche.
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 re controlled or owned by the United States.” 25 U.S.C. 3001(5) and 43 C.F.R. 10.2(f)(1)
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of California.”

 ndants’ Desecration of Rosales & Toggery’s Families’
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      the Board...The Board’s rejection of your claim

will allow you to initiate litigation should you wish to pursue this matter further.”
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Health and Safety Code, “H.S.C.,” §§:

    
        
          
    “preservation     
     place,”  “been     
        
Code,”
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 iting public agency from interfering with Plaintiffs’ free exercise of
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      descendants’        

                

                 



    Toggery’s      families’  

      “in place,”    descendants’  

and control of their predecessors’ human remains and associated cultural items, pursuant to

              

      

            

             

 “[C]ourts should afford great weight to the Guidelines except when a provision is clearly

   under CEQA.”       
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        notice under this subsection,” in
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including where necessary, stabilizing and covering.’  
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  , the lineal descendants to the Federal agency’s proposed treatment of the human

              

             

                 

      

                 

            

    

             

             



           

               

       

             

                



         



           

  

              

     ’       “10.4 
        
             
         
 )(1)(v);” 209 F. Supp.2d 1008, 1021.       

       , “the Court will order   
         Area A...” 258 F. Supp.2d at
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     Toggery’s families’      

         

     

              

                  

          

      The “...lack of [written] notice may [alone] support the issuance of a

     requirements.”        



              

                

             

remains, until the federal agency “has consulted with possible lineal descendants and other tribes

                 

action. See 43 C.F.R. 10.3(b); 43 C.F.R.10.4(d)(1)(v).”

              

  

       
         
          
        “The    
            
              
                
              

above) and protected to the fullest extent allowed by federal law.” Ex.  T.
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activity, where, as here, the lineal descendants’ preferences are to preserve the Native American

                



         

 Toggery’s  descendants’      

            




                                                        


        
       
             
 ckbridge-Munsee Community of Wisconsin, at 2-3, maintaining the lineal descendants’
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  ment’s fiduciary duty and general trust responsibility over Native Americans

             

     Toggery’s families’  

            

   

               

    

                 



  government’s         

  ority of a half-blood Indian community’s members. “The Secretary

                    

                

     of the tribe.”     
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            (“ILR”) 

       The government is not allowed “to be guided by the results it favors

     tribes...”       



       

   “all    protecting”      

                 

              1977)(“the 

    to the ‘most exacting fiduciary standards’ in its relationship with the Indian

eneficiaries.” “The ‘standard         ‘reasonableness’ but the

t fiduciary standards.’”             

               



 Plaintiffs’ Continuing Irreparable Damage

 Defendants’         

           

   Toggery’s

s’ human remains and funerary objects, and dumping them on state property owned and

                

            

tress and personal injury damages to Rosales and Toggery and their families’ human remains,

              

        

         
community’s   “the      approving”   action,”   
         
      aff’d           
        4, 59 (N.D. Okla 1974). “As trustee, the United
           
political rights of Indians.” 
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 Defendants’ knowing and wilful grading, excavation, demolition, operation of heavy

           

         

Toggery’s families’        

         

          Plaintiffs’  

            

 

rable damage to the Plaintiffs’ Native American sanctified cemetery, place of worship,

                 



         Plaintiffs’      

      

      

said acts will further violate Plaintiffs’ civil rights, and further irreparably harm the Plaintiffs.

 Defendants’         “liability

          ine, misconduct,” which

 “Plaintiffs   

     sorrow.”       



  “statutes            

       

               

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































               

            

conduct may be found to be negligent per se.” These statutes “reflect a policy of respecting the

              

      is accomplished in a dignified and respectful manner.” “A

             manifest.”



 “Similar           



           

  Legislature’s  de express recognition of Native American ‘concerns

       disposition’       

§1. Subd. (2) p. 5778).” 

      “cause[s]     decedent’s 

          

         

          mains of the dead.”

 

 Plaintiffs’     


       

 

              

           

              
         
     Band of Creek Indians’ desecration of the Hickory burial
    Comm., Dan Jones,’ “You’ll Mock
Death But Once,” 

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































              

   

             

              



               

       “that        

         remains],”        

  plaintiffs’             

         

       

          

               

 “on       claims,”    

                

           

              

    A, given the plaintiffs’ beliefs about how disturbance of the

families’   plaintiffs’           



              

           

           

       ation of human remains “in place.” There,

            

was an “immediate cessation of grading,”     were required to be “handled or

     §15064.5(e).”   

      Cal.App.4th 455, 469 (2011), a writ of mandate vacated the City’s

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































          

preservation “in place” as a means to mitigate the significant effects on human remains.

            

District’s         

             

     Band’s sacred burial site. The water district was ordered to  

       

                 



      Americans’      Band’s 

man Bobby L. Barrett: “To move forward and desecrate this sacred burial ground would

dishonor those who have been laid to rest there.”  See, Case No. GIC 2010-00093203, Ex. O.

       

   

        “We don’t 

         maybe earlier.”  There the city

                

    “There’s no way to tell how many are buried within the fences, and no

   far beyond those fences grave sites might exist.” LaRue,   



  Diego’s               

          



             



      Toggery’s families’     
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     gineers Environmental Impact Statement complied with NEPA’s

        “burial remains and cultural artifacts on the transferred

lands;”              

        

     government’s          

       “neglected     

           

                 



 Defendants’           

          Toggery’s families’ 

 

              

          

             

               

   Defendants’ conduct has barred and will continue to bar appropriate access by
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          Plaintiffs’  


           

               

          Moreover, the JIV has no standing to oppose Plaintiffs’

              Toggery’s

families’        government’s     

              



     



      

             



   “tribe”     

   “half-blood  community,”          

              

             

         

              



 

                 

       June 18, 1934. “Congress has

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































    “organizing”     “tribes”   

       . Chippewa (“Sandy Lake”) v. United States

         

 “the              

 definition.”   , 871 F.Supp.2d 982, 993 (N.D. Cal. 2012). “Congress

            

elections,”    

             



 “Congress         

      tribes,”        

      “organize”  “reorganize”       

               

      g the Miami Nation failed to satisfy DOI’s regulations for



            

  “recognizing”         

   . To obtain federal recognition, a tribe must demonstrate that it’s

“membership consists of individuals who    

           ity.” 25 C.F.R.

 

            
      
                
         


          erm “now under Federal
jurisdiction”            
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    “has     

   ‘bring       

     tribe.’”        

            

        

              



         
Government’s        


           

  



government’s              

  

    

                  

           “any      

jurisdiction,” in 1934.  25 U.S.C. § 479.

                

         “now   jurisdiction,”     

       555 U.S. 379, 382-3 (2009):  “Because the record in this case

               

             trust.”  
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   d Karen Toggery’s families, who were then living at the Indian



 

            

                

                

                   

            

             

         

        “listing” of the Delaware Tribe, because it “never

  , the mandatory criteria for Federal acknowledgment includes that: “The
              
1900,” 25 C.F.R. 83.7, which the government concedes    
               “satisfy 
historical requirement for tribal status implicit in 83.7(a),” because it was founded in 1974.

     Toggery’s          
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   acknowledgment,”    DOI’s   

      “failing          

tribe;”             

 

 me Court also holds that “Congress did not intend to delegate interpretive authority

              ion].”

         “has      

therefore the Secretary-lacks  constitutional authority to ‘bring a community or body of people within

 n] by arbitrarily calling them an Indian tribe’.”     

               

   

         government’s     

provides “that there are several federal statutes that  define the term ‘Indian tribe,’ and

     ‘cannot     ‘recognized’  ‘non-recognized’

          

others.’”         “The  ‘Indian tribe’  

         law.”       

  

                

                 

              

    

        

               

       “tribe,”when      

 “half-blood   community.”  BIA’s Tribal Government Services July 1,1993 letter
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    an Health Service stated: “Sometime in the 1800’s, Indians from the

 near the village of Jamul.”



  


            

             

              

              

          “the [Frank’s    

  ndian tribe; rather, it is a ‘self-governing dependent Indian Community;’”

                

         “created tribe”
   94 amendments to the Part 83 recognition procedures, however, “the 94
        
       recognition.”        
     “As        
       
              
           
           
  
  status.”    “...[A]t          
             
prohibitions to apply to the process by which tribes achieve federal recognition.” 

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































       



             

                

              

                  



   nment’s  

     ghts Act of 1968, 25 U.S.C. 1341(a)(2), admits that “[p]ersons of

               

        provisions.”        

             I’s finding

 “These people”       “not   

privileges in any Indian tribe.” In 

     
    
         
  
            
   
   
 

           

               

               

     half-blood dependent Indian community.  “This   

      

            

 ohen, who later authored the treatise Federal Indian Law (1942).”     

Cohen’s memo stated:
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Indians] is not a recognized Indian tribe ‘now under   
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    This, the JIV has voluntarily chosen not to do. BIA’s Tribal Government
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tribe.  Based upon Cohen’s 1935 memo, the 

  
  
             
       
            


          
         
             
  

      

          “The Constitution of the Jamul Indian

         

             

   

    

               

              

              .”



   “dependent  communities”...refers to a limited category  
          
requirements–first,           
            


 “Frank’s Landing is a geographic location consisting of three parcels of land, none
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Colony’s land in trust for the benefit of the individual Indians residing there:

             
             
  
       
            
 ‘over          
     
    state.’         
         country’s  
       
              
     
  
            
 

 The Ninth Circuit further holds that whether “a group of citizens of Indian ancestry...has

              

determine.”      

“the         ‘continuous    

    communities;”          

         

             

               



          
            
         

           
            ‘complex 
question.’” 
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         can’

  community’s          

                 

                 “As

             

       e sovereign. Until that uncertainty is resolved, amici’s

      

              

            question.”  

               

           

               



       

   “proper approach”           



   “Indian country’ as used in section 1151 includes Indian reservations,
         
   
               

             


               
             
         
              
              
           
 

               

    “proper approach”         
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  ‘title          occupy’  ‘authority
    tective laws respecting this territory,’ 636 F2d at 212,
   
   ‘the           
              
  es toward the area,’ 636 F.2d at 212, citing   
       ‘an  
          
          locality,’    
              ‘whether
      
Indian peoples,’ 636 F.2d at 213, citing      
    
 aff’d

          

 “dependent  community” within the meaning of the federal statute defining “Indian country,”

     

   

          

     “The          

             purpose.”  

   “The            

        uch as percentage of Indian occupants.”  

      “programs         

with the federal government, through the BIA and the IHS [Indian Health Service].”

  JIV’s          
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    “listing”                

               

                

             

              

         “listing”       “the

     acknowledgment,”   DOI’s  

       “failing        

an Indian tribe.”

   “listing”     “generally,”     

                 

             

              

 DOI’s  “cannot       issue,”     

       

              

      re, the DOI’s “listing” of the Delaware Tribe was found to be

       “failing        

  tribe,”    “never formally petitioned for acknowledgment.”  There, as
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  trary to the false public statements by the JIV, being “listed” pursuant to the

      “entity” 

               

              

        “list    ‘entities’  

       

    villages,”             

           Gov’t.,   

                 

 government has long conceded that the subsequent “wholesale listing of Alaska native

entities”         “listed”      

Karlton’s             defendants’  

        



   “list”              

        “    

     ,”  “[t]he     



  the Bureau of Indian Affairs.” 44 F.R. 7235.  JIV was not “listed” therein, until

         “half-blood   community.”



           “Inclusion     

          non-members.”   

              

“Indian   

     Affairs.”          “tribal

entities.”            
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        “half-blood   community”     



   JIV’s            

                 

                  

            



     JIV’s  

                

    “[a]dministrative    

      effect.”          

                

“unauthorized       l and void.” See, e.g.,   

     

                 



       
   
         


                  

                

                 

               

             

 

JIV’s Gaming Ordinances are also silent as the location of any proposed gambling site.
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     Instead the State accepted the entities’ representations on faith,



           

   JIV’s,             

              

             

                

      

   “IGRA        

       2710(b),”  “the     

   Nooksacks’         

the parcel on which the Casino is located.”

             

           

             

          JIV’s    



              entities’ 



               

              

            “In     

               

         State’s      

             Tribe’s execution of this

Compact.”
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      have turned out not to be true, the JIV’s Compact is expressly

 

              

  “The             

           

Act.”             

wer, the Compact does not authorize any gambling on the government’s portion of the Indian



            

     “The           

  gaming on ‘Indian Lands’ as defined by IGRA, now or hereafter acquired by the

Tribe.”

   government’s     

              

          government’s portion of the Indian cemetery, until the

        



        

            

            

            

               

     



         “On      
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impacts.”

 Section 10.8.3(c) of the Compact further provides: “If the State has  



             

        

               

Tribe and the State.”

             

 JIV’s              

                



    state’s notice triggering the amendment

                 

           

 ff’d,        The JIV ignored the Governor’s

 

               

               

           

  

                

            

government’s portion of the Indian cemetery unless and until JIV reaches an agreement with the
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      government’s    



     er of the Government’s Portion of the Indian
          


   Half-Blood’s    
Families’   
          


              

             

government’s       

   

  

                

             

              

     government’s           

                 

 

           

           

               

           

 25 C.F.R. 151.3, provides: “No acquisition of land in  
                 
Secretary.”
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     government’s         

                



              

               

“current                acres),” 

that there is “no record of the 1978 trust parcel being known as the Jamul Village,” as reflected in

        community’s     

            

  It is also consistent with Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger’s Legal Affairs Secretary’s letters
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     (“”),       

                  



             

“Jamul  Village,”             

          

           “Jamul    

  blood”             

 

             

“jurisdiction”               

                

              

              

              

 

          “only possible”    

                  

      or the “individual” “Jamul Indians of one-half degree or more
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 blood,”               

                



 

            

                 

           

  

       Indians’     



         Indians’    

                 

         the United States’ trust on behalf of the



                

              

                 

      

            

          beneficiaries’   

equently recognized “tribe,” before the subsequently recognized “tribe” may lawfully be

designated as the beneficiary and acquire “jurisdiction” over the cemetery parcel. 

               

                  

             

          Indian beneficiaries’
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 Here, it is no wonder that the “Jamul Indians of one-half  degree or more Indian

blood”        

          

             



 The government’s  

        “individual”  

        

               

            

  

            

          



    DOI Solicitor’s Memorandum concerning the St. Croix Chippewas,

                  

               

           “until      

           organization,”       
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          Indians’    

             

                

   Indians’      government’s   



  Solicitors’            

             

           “designate” a community that doesn’t

      “there is in fact no existing tribe of Indians in Mississippi known as the

 Tribe.”    

                

“The               

                

                 

         ”      

   



                

             

   “until          

   ”  “      ,”      

                   

             “then     

tribe”           “only  
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           this”   “[n]either 

tribe nor a reservation is mentioned.”

 government’s Solicitor’s   

“In             

               

 

                

 perhaps out of unusual circumstances, but its one that might have been avoided.”



           

               

   does not contain the words, “until such time as they organize,” proscribed by the

   

     Ex. D.  Nor does it state: “and then in trust for such organized tribe.”

     

          



              Solicitor’s

         ed transferring the government’s

                  

          “Jamul   

    blood,”did               
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           Indians’   

           

               

                

     California’s      

                

        

      

             



     

 

               

            

        “Indian lands,” “over which an Indian

   power.”   “The     

               

   IGRA.”           



   government’s           
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         “Federal     

      States.”         

              
           


 

             

      “tribe,”            

 “half-blood   ” to obtain federal benefits.  Ex. I.  Having failed to

                 

           

          “Nisqually”   

  

        

“‘[F]ederal     

are complete,’ [citing]   ;” 

           “listing”    

  “never        DOI’s  

               

 Indian tribe;”            DOI’s  

     Tribe’s       

Sandy Lake Band of Miss. Chippewa (“Sandy Lake”) v. United States

       plaintiffs’      
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“failed     

83.7(a) and (b).”

                 

 & Z, granting the governmental defendants summary judgment, finding “the Ione Band did not

     process,”  “Plaintiffs’    

  

their claims because there is no final agency action yet ripe for review,” citing  

             plaintiffs’  

          

             

            

            “whether the Kawaiisu 

        tribe,”     “would  

         te separation of powers,” where plaintiffs

      

             “quintessentially

political decision must be left to the political branches of government and not the courts.”

               

   “before   

     

recognized.”      Since “the IRA provides a definition of the term ‘tribe,’ ...as

     ‘tribe’         

       ‘prima facie’      ‘tribe’

the meaning of the IRA,” and not just a half-blood Indian community. 
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 “half-blood   community,”      “aware   

        community.”

              

    

     

d as a half-blood dependent Indian community, and have been “listed” on the Tribal

            



        “listing”         

   

                

     with the government’s Part 83

             

      



       “has  

  constitutional authority to ‘bring a community or body of people within [federal

     an Indian tribe’.”      

 

            
             
         
 

              

        “Where      

          actions.”  
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    Moreover, the JIV has never been qualified to be “organized” or “reorganized”

  “tribe,”              

    “Coast”),      

               



        

            

                  

        

     

      Reservation’s        

            



      government’s        

                  

         “Although the Huron Cemetery was reserved by the

               

    tract’s         

Secretary’s        “reservation”      

      

       incorrect;”    
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, 2004 WL 1103021, *12 (E.D. Cal. 2004), finding “It is hard to

                

                 

        IGRA,”         

   tribe’s         

               

   

    Here, since Congress never granted the JIV “jurisdiction” over the portion of the

       

               

               



  one time, “[a]n Indian reserveration...may be set apart by an act of Congress, by treaty,

   order.”           “the

               reservation.”

    



       “custom  prescription.”    

 “The              

          



               

       “proclamation”  “application   proclamation”

                 

              

  , 492 F.3d 460, 469 (D.C. Cir. 2007), “the Sackrider property would not
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 467;”            

have no “trust responsibility, right or duty to set aside reservation lands.”

      JIV’s     

                 

                



 “During             

    

    ‘reservation’  since been generally used and accepted.”  



requires there to be “tribal” Indians of a federally recognized tribe, which JIV is not, and an act of

          

                  

              

              



  government’s          

reservation to: “that area  

 jurisdiction.”         

government’s                

        



               

              

         

        43 U.S.C. 150: “No public lands of the United
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 cept by act of Congress.” (June 30, 1919, ch. 4, §27, 41 Stat. 34.);  



 Government’s     (DOI 1982) declares: “Any implication

                

       467...” Ch. 1, Sec. D5, page

    Government’s           

         

             

   

   

           



        
         


      JIV’s           

       

               



      JIV’s        

       hasn’t       

             



              

      Mills Ind. Cmty.(“Bay Mills”),

              

      “the           

      tribe’s  
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         tribe;”   

             

           



   “[W]hether          

           court’s 

            

              

         

       DOI’s     

           

      exhausted.”      



 “The                

       DOI/BIA’s 

        

status is at issue, the issue requires exhaustion of administrative remedies.” 

 “[T]he       



judicial review.”     

          .C. March 31, 2015). “In this

  ustion of the Department of the Interior’s procedures for tribal recognition,

          doctrine.”   

          “[R]equiring exhaustion

               

      Interior’s Branch of Acknowledgment and Research was
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    involvement.”           



       

          “The      

                 

anches of government and not to the courts.” “As     

              BIA’s

recognition process.”  

 

               

              

          JIV’s     

             

                

“trying             

decision,”           “by    

19. We cannot condone this kind of ploy.” 

 

      by the JIV, the merits of Rosales and Toggery’s prior

                  

  

             Toggery’s  
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    “sufficient record,”       

    

           

     “must          

   have been previously litigated between its opponent and someone else;” 

                



                
      
           
           
            


           

     

   Here, there will be no re-litigation because the substantive issues weren’t litigated in any

                 

he JIV was never under federal jurisdiction in 1934, and that Rosales and Toggery’s families

remains are to be protected on the government’s portion of the Indian cemetery.

               

               

  

             

          “dismissed  prejudice,” 
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  “the            

on the substance of the plaintiff’s claim.”

           

             

             

              

               



 

                 

“the          merits;”      

               

                 

          

            

                



               

               

             

     
           
       
              
             
doesn’t         
        
                 
63 U.S. 537 (1896), and the decades of litigation to establish the Tobacco Companies’ liability,
               
                Plaintiffs’
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“Those            

                

 el are therefore inapplicable.”     Moore’s  



               

 “necessary        proceeding.”    

                 

               

        e only as to “the precise issues necessarily

   decided.”          

     

            



                 

               



              

              

              

    erits of the beneficial ownership of the government’s portion of the Indian



          

              

    JIV’s        
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        government’s    



 

            

              

             

               

     Plaintiffs’        

Plaintiffs’ families’             



      Toggery’s          

       upon the 2014 desecration of their families’ human

            

         
    
                   
         Dist. Cal.’ statements concerning such
             Plaintiffs’   “When
          
                
 estoppel.”               aff’d 
                
     
      
     Circuit’s          
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government’s                

       Plaintiffs’        

action was filed. Plaintiffs’ claims here do not arise from the date of the grant deed for the

government’s     emetery, but from the 2014 desecration of their families’

   

                

  

government’s portion of the Indian cemetery as being qualified for Indian gambling.

     members’       

               

     

                

government’s                

             

control over the government’s portion of the cemetery parcel.

  the status of the government’s acquisition has never been finally decided, and

Plaintiffs’                

   

        

“administrative             effect,”

                  

        “unauthorized      

 void,”           

                

   

r. 2006), “The D.C. Circuit has explained that ...substantive challenges to agency action–for

       that it exceeds the scope of the agency’s
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              term–have

no time bars...”

  



                   

    action–all     

           

               



          

               

              

                 

               

               

             

 

       

               

        government’s        

          

              

       Cmty.(“Bay Mills”), 

         

isn’t,              
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California’s public nuisance statutes. Therein, the Supreme Court holds:

            
      
           
        
             
                 
         
               
       dissent’s      
              lands–no 
          §2710(d)(7)(A)(ii)–can
            


            Court’s

              

  otherwise.  “[E]ven if the core        

        ne’s  application would be warranted due to [the

 Court’s  decision...”,     

    (1982), which also states: “where the core requirements of issue

             ‘change 

 context’ intervenes.”            

              

               

                “Courts have crafted

                

              

is invoked.” 

            
            
                 
                
         State’s 
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 California’s     

           

the merits of Rosales and Toggery’s claims    desecration of their families’ remains

      government’s        



 “Nor              

  

                 

       relief.”      

               

            

 

          
     
             
    tribe’s interests, and (3) the Navajo   
           


    

            

            

  “tribal            
     law,”        
            “relief 
           property,” 
       ement of NAGPRA and California’s H.R.C. and P.R.C., after
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        the JIV also has no “legally protected interest”

       “claimed”   “patently frivolous.”   

       plaintiffs’  

               

Tribe’s               

that the Tribe had “a legitimate claimed interest in Plaintiffs’ CDIB claim.”

   JIV’s    government’s 

         

               

exercised governmental power over the government’s portion of the Indian cemetery.
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             “legal

interest,”         “undivided    interest”   

  ct does not create any “undivided trust or restricted interest” of the
     tribe’s   “interest”   
          
 

             government’s  

              

     

             

   

   government’s        

third party to Plaintiffs’ action.

 reover, where, as here, “plaintiffs’ action focuses solely on the propriety of [governmental

              

 relief.”             

           “although     

   suit’s outcome,”            

tribe an indispensable party, since “the Federal Defendants’ interests, considered together, are

       Tribe’s interests...;”      

    1981),“the         

of the presence or absence of other potential parties.”

         d California’s P.R.C.,

              

           JIV’s    

         and enforcement of JIV’s

            

Plaintiffs’ relief does not seek to, and would not, invalidate any     

PLAINTIFFS’ COMPLAINT





























































  



              

                 

        

          

            

           

           

             

               

            



             “relief

            of,”  

 Plaintiffs’    “af        

  property.”          

injunction based upon the Defendants’ violation of the       



  Plaintiffs’          

  government’s   

  ubject to JIV’s governmental power. Moreover, since      
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      he U.S. government’s portion of a privately owned Indian cemetery in

             

 families’            

   

             

uncil members have been named as Defendants and can adequately represent the JIV’s alleged

           

         “trying   

    decision,”         

 “by            ploy.” 



     Plaintiffs’      

families’    government’s     
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Plaintiffs’              



            

               

        



        

        Plaintiffs’ families’

             

            

           

               

            

              



     Plaintiffs’ 

            

            

     

                

      

           



 

      Plaintiffs’      
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          Plaintiffs’   

               



         Plaintiffs’      

      

           

    late Plaintiffs’ civil rights, and further irreparably harm the Plaintiffs.

     

Defendants’ negligence in an amount subject to proof at the time of trial.





           



     lineal descendants’ with ownership and control of their predecessors’

 

            

  



 Plaintiffs’ preferences are to preserve their families’ 

             

         

         



             



         

         Plaintiffs’ 
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   Plaintiffs’ families’

         

          Plaintiffs’   

  

    

             



   plan of action specifically including Plaintiffs’ ownership, custody and

               

    

          



   

             

              



   Plaintiffs’ families’   

           

            



      Plaintiffs’     

  Plaintiffs’    
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  preventing the unlawful excavation, removal and dumping of their families’

            

         that their families’ human remains and

    “in place,”         

               



           

         

        

   Plaintiffs’ 
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recommended, Plaintiffs’ action is further authorized by Cal. Pub. Res. Code 5097.94 to prevent



           



            

 Defendants’ 

              

              

       

          

             

         

                



  

         

               

      

            

            

             

 “The      

skeletal remains from vandalism and inadvertent destruction.”
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      descendants’        

                

                 



           



       

               

           

           

             

       

           

        



        

              

             



            

                



            

   Plaintiffs’     
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